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Comparative Trials in Immunomodulating Treatment of
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Several randomised clinical trials have clearly
demonstrated that the immunomodulating drugs,
human recombinant interferon beta (IFN-β) and
glatiramer acetate (GA) are more effective than placebo
in the treatment of relapsing-remitting multiple
sclerosis (RRMS).1 These drugs are now the approved
treatment for RRMS and clinical practice treatment
guidelines have been issued. After many years of
effective and safe treatment of RRMS with
immunomodulating drugs, several trials have compared
the efficacy of the various drugs. However, the results
from these trials have been conflicting.
Prospective Randomised Trials

The Independent Comparison of Interferon
(INCOMIN) trial is the first prospective randomised
directly comparative trial of two IFNs, 250µg IFNβ-1b once every other day (qod) and 30µg IFN-β1a once weekly (qw).2 It involved 15 MS centres
and 188 patients with a two-year prospective
follow-up and showed that IFN-β-1b qod has a
greater clinical and magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) efficacy than IFN-β-1a qw. IFN-β-1b
particularly reduced the risk of disease progression to
less than half compared with that of patients treated
with IFN-β-1a qw.
The Evidence for Interferon Dose Effect: EuropeanNorth American Comparative Efficacy (EVIDENCE)
trial is a prospective randomised trial comparing two
different protocols of administering 44µg IFN-β-1a
three times weekly (tiw) compared with 30µg qw.3 It
involved over 677 patients who were followed up for
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one year. Again, both clinical and MRI effects
favoured the multiple weekly high-dose administration protocol.
In conclusion, both the INCOMIN and EVIDENCE
trials confirmed the American Academy of Neurology
(AAN) clinical practice treatment guidelines for MS,
stating that there is a dose-response curve associated
with the effect of IFN-β in the treatment of MS.1
IFN treatment requires multiple weekly parenteral
administrations for an as yet undetermined time
period. Some patients may find it hard to cope with
such a treatment regimen in the long term and might
ask to reduce the dose or the frequency of
administrations. The Dose Reduction study was
aimed at trying to identify the minimum effective
dose and frequency of administration of IFN-β.4
Patients on chronic 250µg IFN-β-1b qod who were
doing very well (i.e. no relapses or disease
progression for at least three years, and no signs of
disease activity in two consecutive MRI scans) were
randomised to either continue on 250µg IFN-β-1b
qod or be gradually switched to intramuscular (IM)
30µg IFN-β-1a qw. Patients were followed up for
one year and a resumption of the clinical and MRI
signs of disease activity was observed in the group of
patients who reduced the dose of IFN to 30µg IFNβ-1a qw.
The latter prospective randomised trial showed that
IFN-β-1b treatment is a chronic treatment to be
continued at high dose and with frequent weekly
administration. A reduction in the administered

1. Goodin D S, Frohman E M, Garmany G P et al., “Disease modifying therapies in multiple sclerosis. Report of the
Therapeutics and Technology Assessment Subcommittee of the American Academy of Neurology and the MS Council for
Clinical Practice Guidelines”, Neurology (2002);58: pp. 169–178.
2. Durelli L, Verdun E, Barbero P et al., “Every-other-day interferon beta-1b versus once-weekly interferon beta-1a for
multiple sclerosis: results of a 2-year prospective randomised multicentre study (INCOMIN)”, Lancet (2002);359(9,316):
pp. 1,453–1,460.
3. Panitch H, Goodin D S, Francis G et al., “Randomized, comparative study of interferon beta-1a treatment regimens in
MS: The EVIDENCE Trial”, Neurology (2002);59(10): pp. 1,496–1,506.
4. Barbero P, Verdun E, Bergui M et al., “High-dose, frequently administered interferon beta therapy for relapsing-remitting
multiple sclerosis must be maintained over the long term: the interferon beta dose-reduction study”, J Neurol Sci
(2004);222(1–2): pp. 13–19.
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Figure 1: The Detroit Study
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weekly dose of IFN-β-1b is not only not advisable
but can also be dangerous – even in patients with
prolonged absence of clinical and MRI signs of
disease activity.
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GA = glatiramer acetate, qod = once every other day, qow = once weekly.
Source: Khan et al., Mult Scler (2001);7(6): pp. 349–353.

Figure 2: The Bari Study
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The University of Bari study, a big retrospective
observational comparative study, performed in 15
MS centres and involving over 1,000 patients, did
not show any significant difference in the reduction
in relapse rate from baseline between three different
IFN-βs (250µg IFN-β-1b qod; 22µg IFN-β-1a tiw;
30µg IFN-β-1a qw) (see Figure 2).6
The Berlin study, a single-centre retrospective
observational study comparing IFN-β-1b qod,
IFN-β-1a qw, IFN-β-1a tiw and GA, showed a
greater efficacy of GA than IFN-βs, and no
significant differences between the various IFN-βs
(see Figure 3).7
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qod = once every other day, qow = once weekly, tiw = three times weekly.
Source: Trojano et al., Mult Scler (2003);9: pp. 451–457.

Figure 3: The Berlin Study
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The Detroit study, a prospective observational study
on 122 patients, confirmed a greater efficacy of IFNβ-1b qod and GA, which reduced relapse rate from
an untreated control group more than IFN-β-1a qw
(see Figure 1).5
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GA = glatiramer acetate, qod = once every other day, qow = once weekly, tiw =
three times weekly. Source: Haas, Firtzlaff, Eur J Neurol (2005);12: pp. 425–431.

The Quality Assessment in MS Therapy
(QUASIMS) study collected the largest cohort of
treated MS patients to compare all available IFNβs.8 It involved 4,754 patients from 510 centres
from three countries (Germany, Austria and
Switzerland) who were followed up for two years.
It is, again, a retrospective observational nonrandomised study. It did not show any significant
difference in the reduction in relapse rate,
Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS) change,
percentages of relapse-free or progression-free
patients between the three IFN-βs (IFN-β-1b qod;
IFN-β-1a qw and IFN-β-1a tiw). The only
difference was a greater number of relapse-free
patients at two years in the IFN-β-1a qw group
compared with the 44µg IFN-β-1a tiw group. The
difference was highly significant (p<0.008) and
exactly the contrary of the results of the
EVIDENCE trial.

5. Khan O A, Tselis A C, Kamholz J A et al., “A prospective, open-label treatment trial to compare the effect of IFN β-1a
(Avonex), IFN β-1b (Betaseron), and glatiramer acetate (Copaxone) on the relapse rate in relapsing-remitting multiple
sclerosis: results after 18 months of therapy”, Mult Scler (2001);7(6): pp. 349–353.
6. Trojano M, Liguori M, Paolicelli D et al., “Interferon beta in relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis: an independent
postmarketing study in southern Italy”, Mult Scler (2003);9: pp. 451–457.
7. Haas J, Firzlaff M, “Twenty-four-month comparison of immunomodulatory treatments – a retrospective open label study in
308 RRMS patients treated with beta interferons or glatiramer acetate (Copaxone)”, Eur J Neurol (2005);12: pp. 425–431.
8. Limmroth V, Malessa R, Kalski G, Wernsdörfer C, “A comparison of the efficacy and tolerability of interferon beta (IFN
β) products used as initial or follow-up therapy for the treatment of relapsing multiple sclerosis: Results from the QUASIMS
Study”, Neurology (2004);62(suppl. 5): p. A155.
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Comparative Trials in Immunomodulating Treatment of RRMS
The Reason Behind Different Results

The INCOMIN, Dose Reduction and
EVIDENCE trials were prospective randomised
trials; the other ones were all observational,
i.e. non-randomised, trials. The International
Conference on Harmonisation (ICH) working
group has drawn up a set of guidelines that cover all
aspects of the conduct of clinical trials.9 A group of
scientists, statisticians and editors of various fields of
medicine developed the Consolidated Standards of
Reporting Trials (CONSORT) statement to
improve the quality of reporting clinical trials.10
Below, the authors describe the most important
CONSORT guidelines.
Randomisation

These guidelines point to randomisation as a
crucial and unavoidable step. Many confounding
factors might affect trial results; the only way to
ensure that confounding factors are evenly
distributed among treatment arms is randomisation.
Observational studies have systematic errors due
to the fact that they cannot control for
the confounding factors; they can, however,
be partially controlled for by introducing
stratifications, logistic regression analysis, and so
on. Often, however, the confounding factors
cannot be identified. In a disease such as MS,
where there are so many prognostic factors
(clinical, demographic and biological), most of
them unknown, randomisation is the only means of
controlling for everything, particularly the
unknown factors. The results of observational trials
must therefore be evaluated very cautiously and,
besides those shown above about MS, there are
many other examples in the medical literature
where treatments or procedures validated by
observational studies have been completely
contradicted by randomised studies. For example,
observational studies showed that blood vitamin C

level correlated with reduction in incidence of
cardiovascular events, 11 while a subsequent
randomised trial demonstrated that supplements of
vitamin C fail to change the incidence of
cardiovascular events. 12 Observational studies
showed that the use of hormone replacement
therapy (HRT) was associated with a reduction in
cardiovascular disease (CVD) incidence,13 while a
subsequent randomised trial showed that
supplementation with HRT was associated with an
increase in CVD incidence.14
Allocation Concealment

Allocation concealment is also extremely important:
it requires a central randomisation performed by a
co-ordinating centre of personnel unaware of
patients’ demographic and clinical characteristics.
In observational studies without allocation
concealment, the investigating physician is more
likely to attribute more severe patients to the
treatment he/she believes more effective. The
baseline co-variates that differentiate the two
treatment groups can be carried forwards and
minimise or reverse treatment differences.
A meta-analysis of several systematic reviews of
hundreds of trials in different fields of medicine
showed that trials with inadequate allocation
concealment yielded estimates of treatment results
exaggerated on average by 30% compared
with trials using adequate methods to conceal
treatment allocation.15
Blinding

Blinding is obviously an important step, although the
weight of a careful allocation concealment and
randomisation and that of a double-blind design on
the final estimate of treatment results is not alike.15
Inadequate allocation concealment yields estimates of
treatment results exaggerated by 30%, while trials

9. Harman R J, “The concept and implementation of good clinical practice in trials”, The Pharmaceutical Journal
(2003);270: pp. 653–657.
10. Altman D G, Schulz K F, Moher D et al., “The Revised CONSORT Statement for Reporting Randomized Trials:
Explanation and Elaboration”, Ann Intern Med (2001);134: pp. 663–694.
11. Khaw K T, Bingham S, Welch A et al., “Relation between plasma ascorbic acid and mortality in men and women in
EPIC-Norfolk prospective study: a prospective population study. European Prospective Investigation into Cancer and
Nutrition”, Lancet (2001);357(9,257): pp. 657–663.
12. Heart Protection Study Collaborative Group, “MRC/BHF Heart Protection Study of antioxidant vitamin supplementation
in 20,536 high-risk individuals: a randomised placebo-controlled trial”, Lancet (2002);360(9,326): pp. 23–33.
13. Stampfer M J, Colditz G A, “Estrogen replacement therapy and coronary heart disease: a quantitative assessment of the
epidemiologic evidence”, Prev Med (1991);20(1): pp. 47–63.
14. Beral V, Banks E, Reeves G, “Evidence from randomised trials on the long-term effects of hormone replacement therapy”,
Lancet (2002);360(9,337): pp. 942–944.
15. Juni P, Altman D G, Egger M, “Systematic reviews in health care: Assessing the quality of controlled clinical trials”, BMJ
(2001);323(7,303): pp. 42–46.
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without double-blinding yield estimates of treatment
effects exaggerated by 14% on average compared
with double-blinded trials.
In addition, blinding is usually disappointing in IFN
trials due to the well-known IFN side effects. It is
tentatively overcome by using two different
physicians in each centre, one treating physician who
is informed about the treatment and one evaluating
physician who is totally blinded. Nevertheless, when
the reliability of blinding is assessed by means of a
questionnaire completed by patients and physicians at
the end of the trial, most patients and many
evaluating physicians guess correctly about the nature
of treatment.16
Intention-to-treat Analysis

Intention to treat (ITT) means that all enrolled
patients must be evaluated in the final analysis. The
drop-outs – i.e. patients who are completely lost to
follow-up or lacking information of a part of the

Outcomes

Outcomes must be clearly specified before a trial is
started, and not all outcomes are alike. Exacerbation
rate is the most usual clinical outcome measure in
RRMS clinical trials. Relapse rate is, however,
sensitive to the relapse count of patients at the extremes
of the Gaussian curve. Many relapses occurring in a
few patients may substantially change the overall
population relapse rate. If the proportion of patients
free from relapses are used as outcome, as in the more
recent MS trials, each patient with many relapses is
counted as one clinically active patient similar to those
with one or a few relapses. If the proportion of relapsefree patients is used as outcome measure, all active
patients have the same proportional influence on the
final count of patients with or without relapses.
Conclusions

Randomised trials are the gold standard for
evaluating treatment efficacy. The only randomised

Many confounding factors might affect trial results; the
only way to ensure that confounding factors are evenly
distributed among treatment arms is randomisation.

follow-up – are assumed to be bad outcomes; the
withdrawals – i.e. patients who discontinued
treatment but remained in follow-up – must be
evaluated with the final result they had, in spite of
the fact that they stopped treatment.
In observational studies, patients who are lost to
follow-up are excluded and the analyses are
performed on the so-called completers – i.e. the
patients who remained on a certain treatment for a
certain period of time. Thus, patients dissatisfied with
their therapy for any reason (including lack of
efficacy) are excluded.
ITT assumes that drop-outs and withdrawals
occurred by chance and are evenly distributed
between treatment arms. If they did not occur by
chance (for example, a patient’s perception of lack of
efficacy of a poorly effective drug is likely to increase
the drop-out number in the arm of that drug), they
can obviously affect the final result.

comparative trials in RRMS are INCOMIN,
EVIDENCE and the Dose Reduction trials.2–4
Non-randomised large-scale observational studies that
analyse large patient samples yield results with a very
high level of statistical significance. The QUASIMS
study,8 which showed IFN-β-1a qw to be more
effective (for a certain end-point) than IFN-β-1a tiw,
with a very high statistical significance (p<0.008) due
to the huge sample size. Studies such as this give the
false impression of a high-quality study. However,
lacking randomisation, the large observational study
carries over and amplifies all bias and confounding
factors that the study design cannot control for.
There is international consensus that the results
of observational studies cannot change those of
randomised studies. Without taking into consideration
the main sources of bias, observational studies may
simply be producing tight confidence intervals around
spurious results. ■

16. Secondary Progressive Efficacy Clinical Trial of Recombinant Interferon-beta-1a in MS (SPECTRIMS) Study Group,
“Randomized controlled trial of interferon-beta-1a in secondary progressive MS: Clinical results”, Neurology
(2001);56(11): pp. 1,496–1,504.
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